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On principles of large deviation and selected data
compression
Y. Suhov1, I. Stuhl2
Abstract
The Shannon Noiseless coding theorem (the data-compression principle) as-
serts that for an information source with an alphabet X = {0, . . . , ` − 1} and an
asymptotic equipartition property, one can reduce the number of stored strings
(x0, . . . , xn−1) ∈ X n to `nh with an arbitrary small error-probability. Here h is the
entropy rate of the source (calculated to the base `). We consider further reduction
based on the concept of utility of a string measured in terms of a rate of a weight
function. The novelty of the work is that the distribution of memory is analyzed
from a probabilistic point of view. A convenient tool for assessing the degree of re-
duction is a probabilistic large deviation principle. Assuming a Markov-type setting,
we discuss some relevant formulas, including the case of a general alphabet.
1 Introduction
Consider a discrete-time random process X = (Xn), n ∈ Z+ := {0, 1, 2, . . .}, where the
random variable Xn – possibly a random vector or a random element in a space X –
describes the state of the process at time n. One interpretation used throughout the
paper is that process X represents an information source, in the spirit of [1], [2]; here
set X will play role of a source alphabet. Under such an interpretation the probability
distribution of X (on X Z+) is referred to as Pso. Sample states of the process are given
by points x ∈ X . An (initial) n-string is a collection xn−10 = {xi : 0 ≤ i < n} ∈ X n;
n is referred to as the length of xn−10 . A random sample drawn from X is denoted by
Xn−10 ; it is a random element in X n. The probability distribution for Xn−10 generated
by Pso is denoted by pson (i.e., Pso(Xn−10 ∈ Bn) = pson (Bn), for any (Borel) set Bn ⊆ X n).
For a process with discrete states (with a finite or countable alphabet X ), the value
pson (x
n−1
0 ) = Pso(Xn−10 = xn−10 ). In this context, the concepts of information and entropy
rates are relevant; see below.
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However, there are situations where one may need to extend (or complement) standard
notions. In this work we are motivated by Refs [3, 4] discussing weighted information and
entropy. These concepts emerge when one introduces a weight function φn(xn−10 ) reflecting
utility of an outcome string xn−10 .
A second interpretation emerges when we consider the problem of storing strings
xn−10 . Suppose we have a notion of ‘volume’ in X associated with a measure ν with
V = ν(X ) < ∞ (e.g., the number of points in a set A ⊆ X in the case of a finite
alphabet). Then the volume in X n may be represented by the product-measure νn. A
normalized volume
νn(Bn)
Vn
, Bn ⊆ X n, gives a probability distribution on X n (with IID
digits), and an (asymptotic) analysis of νn is reduced to an analysis of this probability
distribution. When the cardinality # (X ) = ` is finite and ν(A) = #A (a counting
measure), we obtain V = `. The volume of a set Bn ⊆ X n is written as #Bn = `npeqn (Bn)
where peqn stands for an equidistribution on X n, with peqn (xn−10 ) = 1/`n for all xn−10 ∈ X n.
More generally, we can think of a probability distribution pstn on X n such that the
volume in X n is represented by Vnpstn (Bn), Bn ⊆ X n, where Vn is a given constant
(yielding the total amount of memory (or space in a broader sense) available for storing
strings of length n). Then asymptotic properties of pstn can be used for assessing the
volume of random strings Xn−10 generated by pson . In this paper, such an approach is used
for the purpose of selected data compression.
Returning to the information source interpretation, the standard (Shannon) informa-
tion I(xn−10 ) and entropy H(pson ) of the source n-string is given by
I(xn−10 ) = − log pson (xn−10 ), H(pson ) =
∑
xn−10 ∈Xn
pson (x
n−1
0 )I(x
n−1
0 ). (1.1)
The rates
i = lim
n→∞
I(Xn−10 )
n
Pso-a.s., and h = lim
n→∞
H(pson )
n
(1.2)
are fundamental parameters of a random process leading to profound results and fruitful
theories with far-reaching consequences, cf. [1, 2].1) In fact, under mild assumptions,
h = i: this is the Shannon–McMillan–Breiman theorem [1, 7].
In this paper, we treat two types of weight functions φn(xn−10 ): additive and mul-
tiplicative; see below. A justification of our approach can be provided through afore-
mentioned selected data compression. The basic idea of the Shannon Noiseless coding
theorem (NCT), or data-compression (DC), was to disregard strings/messages xn−10 of
length n >> 1 (drawn from pson ) which are highly unlikely. (That is, with low probabilities
pson (x
n−1
0 ), or, equivalently, with high information I(x
n−1
0 ), for discrete outcomes.) Inci-
dentally, one also disregards strings that are highly likely. The remaining strings, forming
set Tn ⊂ X n with pson (Tn) → 1, can be characterized through the information/entropy
rate (IER) h = i by invoking the asymptotic equipartition property (AEP). Pictorially,
all strings xn−10 ∈ Tn carry, approximately, the same IER i = h; cf. (1.2). Assume, until
a further note, that the total number of n-strings equals `n where #X = ` < ∞. Then
the DC allows us to diminish the amount of memory needed to store strings xn−10 ∈ Tn
1)As a rule (with exceptions), references of a general character are given to books rather than to
original papers.
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by reducing their length from n to
nh
log `
. (Such a reduction is effectuated by a lossless
coding.) Here h ≤ log ` (and in many realistic situations, h << log `). The probability
pson (X n \Tn) of information loss is kept small because of the AEP (which is a Law of large
numbers for I(Xn−10 ).)
Now, one may be interested in a further reduction of the used memory by extracting
and storing only ‘valuable’ strings. It can be done by using a given weight function (WF)
φn: strings xn−10 with high growth rates of φn(x
n−1
0 ) are stored while others disregarded.
We show that selecting most valued strings yields a further reduction of the storage
memory, and its effect can be estimated numerically. The number of strings in a selected
set Bn ⊆ Tn is given by #Bn = `npeqn (Bn). Hence,
lim
n→∞
1
n
log #Bn = γ where γ := log `+ κ, κ := lim
n→∞
1
n
log peqn (Bn). (1.3)
More generally, when we measure the volume of Bn by Vnpstn (Bn), we encounter the limit
γ = v + κ. Here v = lim
n→∞
1
n
log Vn and
κ := lim
n→∞
1
n
log pstn (Bn). (1.4)
Passing from peqn to pstn makes the amount of memory needed to store x
n−1
0 string-
dependent and separate the issues of the total volume Vn and that of the distribution of
the storage volume between different strings.
The value κ in (1.4) can be studied via the Large deviation (LD) theory. The LD
studies are now an established trend in theoretical and applied probability; some impor-
tant reference sources are [10]–[20]. The core is the LD principle (LDP); its gist (as we
use it in this work) is summarized in the formula
κ = − inf
[
Π∗(z) : z ∈ B
]
. (1.5)
Here B is a set of probabilistic vectors (empirical measures) in a (suitable) Euclidean
space (R` or R`2 and so on); the form of B depends upon the choice of sets Bn. (Set
B is constructed from a frequency analysis of strings xn−10 ∈ Bn and turns out to be a
convex polyhedron.) Next, Π∗ is a large deviation rate (LDR) function. Typically, Π∗
is a lower semi-continuous convex function representing the Legendre–Fenchel transform
of some moment-generating function Π (this fact is encapsulated in the Gärtner–Ellis
theorem). Furthermore, Π∗ has a form of a relative entropy (an observation going back
to the 1957 Sanov theorem; cf. e.g., [1] and [10]–[20]). Next, Π∗(z) = 0 at a point
(or points) z representing a related expected value and Π∗(z) > 0 at all other points
z (this includes values Π∗(z) = +∞). It yields that γ ≤ log `, and in many cases
γ << log `, depending on the choice of Bn. Consequently, the reduction in length is
from n to
nγ
log `
. (In our situation, as Bn ⊂ Tn, value γ will be < h, achieving a distinct
improvement compared with the Shannon NCT.) It is helpful that both B and Π∗ admit
some ‘standard’ representations reflecting the structure of pson (and φn) in a natural (and
computationally convenient) manner allowing to calculate the value γ. This is the thrust
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of our approach: the LDP is used for pstn whereas pson and φn specify B and Π∗ (through
selected sets Bn).
A basic condition adopted in this paper is that each of distributions pson and pstn
is generated by a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC). Although the LDP scheme is
formally applicable in a more general situation, the Markov assumption will allow us to
simplify technicalities. For additive and multiplicative WFs φn we write down formulas
for the value κ in (1.4) and (1.5) and specify them when pstn = peqn . As was said above,
such an approach allows for varying both the set Bn (that is, threshold values for utility
and information carried by a selected string) and the distribution pstn of the normalized
volume allocated to different strings. In practical terms, it means that one can predict
an impact of an adaptation of storage principles to changing demands and conditions.
In Sect 2 we deal with the case of a finite alphabet with #X = `, cf. (2.5), (2.8),
(2.9), (2.11); Sect 3 treats a general case, cf. (3.6), (3.9), (3.12). As was said, we focus
upon two kinds of WFs: (a) additive and (b) multiplicative. In the simplest form:
(a) φn(x
n−1
0 ) =
n−1∑
i=0
ϕ1(xi), (b) φn(x
n−1
0 ) =
n−1∏
i=0
ψ1(xi). (1.6)
Here x ∈ X 7→ ϕ1(x) and x ∈ X 7→ ψ1(x) are given functions (one-digit WFs); for brevity,
we write ϕ(x) and ψ(x). Additive WFs may emerge in relatively stable situations where
each observed digit Xi brings reward or loss ϕ(Xi); the utility value φn(Xn−10 ) is treated
as a cumulative gain or deficit after n trials. Multiplicative WFs reflect a more turbulent
scenario where the value (e.g., a fortune; see [5]) increases/decreases by a factor ψ(Xi)
when outcome Xi is observed.
The topic of this work is closely related to the topic of weighted information/weighted
entropy rates; see [6].
N.B. In this work we do not claim new LD results, offering instead some new
prospects of the LD methodology.
2 Selected data-compression for a finite-alphabet Markov
source
2.1
We start with additive one-digit WFs φn(x) =
∑
ϕ(xi), x = (x0, . . . , xn−1); cf. (1.6).
Assume that probabilities pstn are generated by an irreducible and aperiodic DTMC where
the state space X = {0, . . . , `−1}. Let Pst = (pstij) and λ = (λ(j)) designate the transition
matrix (TM) and an initial distribution. Then pstn (x) = λ(x0)
∏
pstxixi+1 . We will analyze
occupancy-fraction vectors U(n) = (U (n)i ) and T(n) = (T
(n)
ij ), of dimensions ` and `2. For
4
i, j ∈ X , entries U (n)j = U (n)j (x) and T (n)j,j′ = T (n)j,j′ (x) are given by
U
(n)
i =
1
n
n−1∑
l=0
1xl=i, T
(n)
i,j =
1
n− 1
n−2∑
l=0
1xl=i,xl+1=j,
with φn(x) = n
∑`
i∈X
U
(n)
i ϕ(i) and
log pstn (x) = log λ(x0) + (n− 1)
∑`
i,j∈X
T
(n)
ij log p
st
ij.
(2.1)
Assume in addition that the source probabilities pson are also generated by an ir-
reducible and aperiodic DTMC with a TM Pso = (psoij ) and equilibrium distribution
piso = (pisoi ). The IER h in (1.2) takes the form h = −
∑
i,j
pisoi p
so
ij log p
so
ij .
Given , η > 0, the selected set Bn = Bn(, η) ⊆ X n is
Bn =
{
x :
∑
i
U
(n)
i ϕ(i) ≥ η, −
∑
i,j
T
(n)
ij log p
so
ij ≤ h+ 
}
. (2.2)
We choose Bn to be a subset in Tn = {x : T (n)ij log psoij ≤ h + }, the set which has
probability pson (Tn)→ 1 but it is not required by our method.
We will use the LDP under pstn (in our case for vectors U(n) and T(n)) to assess the
volume of Bn. The corresponding LDR functions are denoted by M∗(y) and Π∗(z); they
are specified below, in (2.3). (Function Π∗(z) can be considered as a natural ‘extension’
of M∗(y).) The form of the LDP is standard, and we do not write it in detail for the sake
of economy of space.
2.2
Consider the (`−1)- and (`2−1)-dimensional simplexes of probability vectors y = (yi) ∈ R`
and z = (zij) ∈ R`2 , respectively:
S` = {y = (yi) : yi ≥ 0,
∑
yi = 1} ,
S`2 = {z = (zij) : zij ≥ 0,
∑
zij = 1} .
Then M∗(y) = ∞ for y ∈ R` \ S` and Π∗(z) = ∞ for z ∈ R`2 \ S`2 . Given y = (yj) ∈ S`,
z = (zij) ∈ S`2 and u = (ul) ∈ S`, set:
M∗(y) = sup
u∈S`
[∑
j
yj log
uj
(Pstu)j
]
Π∗(z) = sup
u∈S`
[∑
i,j
zij log
uj
(Pstu)j
] where (Pstu)j = ∑
l
pstjlul. (2.3)
Functions M∗ and Π∗ are determined by TM Pst: M∗(y) = M∗(Pst; y) and Π∗(z) =
Π∗(Pst; z). This is a standard form of an LDR function for occupancies in a Markov case
(which holds in a more general situation). Cf. [11], Ch. 4.1, particularly Lemmas 4.1.36
and 4.1.40, Theorem 4.1.43 and Lemma 4.1.45, and [10], Ch. 6.5, especially Theorems
6.5.2 and 6.5.4. A simple explicit formula for M∗(y) when ` = 2 was proposed in [8]. See
also Sect 2.4 below.
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Define a convex polyhedron B = B(Pso, , η) ⊆ S`2 :
B =
{
z : −∑
i,j
zij log p
so
ij ≤ h+ ,
∑
i,j
zijϕ(i) ≥ η
}
. (2.4)
Applying general LD results yields
Theorem 2.1 For all , η > 0 and initial distribution λ, the following relation holds for
κ = κ(Peq, Pso, , η):
κ := lim
n→∞
1
n
log pstn (Bn) = − inf
[
Π∗(z) : z ∈ B
]
. (2.5)
Here Bn, Π∗ and B are as in (2.2) – (2.4).
Further, suppose TM Pst has entries of the form pstij = pj where vector p = (pj) ∈ S`.
Then Pstu = p for all u ∈ S`, and (2.3) for M∗(y) features the relative entropy D(y||p) =∑
yj log
yj
pj
. Namely,
M∗(y) = sup
[∑
yj log
uj
pj
: u = (uj) ∈ S`
]
=
∑
yj log
yj
pj
(2.6)
whenever y = (yj) ∈ S`, in agreement with the Sanov theorem. Thus, the value M∗(y)
in (2.3) can be considered as an analog of relative entropy D(y||p) where vector p is
replaced by Pst, a stochastic TM.
For pstn = peqn , vector p = peq = (1/`, . . . , 1/`), and
M∗(y) = D(y||peq) = log `−H(y) where
H(y) = −∑ yi log yi is the entropy of y = (yj). (2.7)
In this case, (2.5) yields (see also (1.3)):
κ = κ(Peq, Pso, , η) = − log `+ γ. (2.8)
Here γ = γ(Pso, , η) is a supremum on the set A = A(Pso, , η) ⊂ S`:
γ = sup
[
H(y) : y ∈ A
]
(2.9)
where
A =
{
y = (yi) :
∑
yiϕ(i) ≥ η and ∃ a vector z = (zij) ∈ R`+
with
∑
j
zij = yi ∀ i ∈ X and −
∑
i,j
zij log p
so
ij ≤ h+ 
} (2.10)
andH(y) is as in (2.7). Again observe that A ⊆ S` is a convex polyhedron. Since y ∈ S` 7→
H(y) is a (strictly) concave function, we have a dichotomy. Either point (1/`, . . . , 1/`) ∈ A
in which case γ(Pso, , η) = log ` or else (1/`, . . . , 1/`) 6∈ A, γ(Pso, , η) < log `, and
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the supremum in (2.8) attained at a single point in the boundary ∂A reached by the
corresponding level surface of H(y).
If TM Pso has psoij = psoj (an IID source), (2.9) is simplified. Introduce vector pso =
(psoj ): here the IER h = −
∑
i
psoi log p
so
i , and γ = γ(pso, , η) is given by
γ = sup
[
H(y) : y ∈ D
]
, (2.11)
where polyhedron D = D(pso, , η) ⊂ S`:
D =
{
y = (yj) ∈ S` :
∑
yiϕ(i) ≥ η and −
∑
yi log p
so
i ≤ h+ 
}
. (2.12)
Let us summarize. For an additive WF φn(x) =
∑
ϕ(xi) the following result emerges:
Theorem 2.2 Assume the source probabilities pson are generated by an irreducible and
aperiodic, stationary DTMC with an alphabet X = {0, . . . , ` − 1}, TM Pso = (psoij ) and
equilibrium distribution piso = (pisoi ). Set h = −
∑
i,j
pisoi p
so
ij log p
so
ij . When selecting strings
x ∈ X n with
1
n
n−1∑
i=0
ϕ(xi) ≥ η and − 1
n− 1 log p
so
n (x) ≤ h+ , (2.13)
the number bn of selected strings satisfies
lim
n→∞
1
n
log bn = γ(P
so, , η) (2.14)
where γ(Pso, , η) is given by (2.8). For an IID source, with psoij = psoj , one uses (2.11)
with h = − ∑`
j=1
psoj log p
so
j .
2.3
For completeness, we state an assertion for an WF φn(xn−10 ) =
n−k∑
i=0
ϕ(xi+k−1i ) (when the
summand WF ϕ takes into account k previous digits produced by the source) where
xi+k−1i = (xi, . . . , xi+k−1). Here we select strings x
n−1
0 ∈ X n with
1
n− k
n−k∑
i=0
ϕ(xi+k−1i ) ≥ η,
−1
n− k log p
so
n (x
n−1
0 ) ≤ h+  (2.15)
where h is as in (1.2). With X = {0, . . . , ` − 1}, assume that pson are generated by a
DTMC of order k, with state space X k, k-step transition probabilities psou,u′ , u,u′ ∈ X k,
irreducible and aperiodic. Let pisou stand for the equilibrium probabilities and set
h = −1
k
∑
u,u′∈Xk
pisou p
so
u,u′ log p
so
u,u′ .
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Theorem 2.3 Adopt the above assumption. Similarly to (2.13), (2.14), the number bn
of selected strings satisfies
lim
n→∞
1
n
log bn = γ = γ(, η). (2.16)
Here γ is as follows: for y = (yi) ∈ S`, set H(y) = −
∑
i∈X
yi log yi, as in (2.7). Then
γ = inf
[
H(y) : y ∈ B`,k(, η)
]
, (2.17)
with B`,k = B`,k(, η) ⊂ S`:
B`,k =
{
y = (yj) : ∃ a map u = (u1, . . . , uk) ∈ X k 7→ ζ(u) ≥ 0 such that∑
u
ζ(u)1(u1 = j) = yj ∀ j ∈ X and
∑
v
ζ(v)ϕ(v) ≥ η,
−1
k
∑
v,v
ζ(v) log psov,v′ ≤ h+ 
}
.
(2.18)
For instance, take k = 2 (i.e., the source process is a DTMC of order two, and we
work with ϕ(i, j), i, j ∈ X ). Then
B`,2(, η) =
{
y = (yi) ∈ S` : ∃ a vector z = (zij) ∈ R`2+ such that
∑
j
zij = yi, and∑
i,j
zijϕ(i, j) ≥ η, 1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
zij log p
so
ij,kl ≤ h+ 
}
.
Remark 2.4 The bulk of the above analysis does not rely upon the particular form of
the two-digit WF (i, j) ∈ X × X 7→ − log pstij related to the information rate of a string.
The choice of this WF (and of the upper bound
∑
T
(n)
ij log p
so
ij ≤ h+  in (2.2)) was made
in order to connect with the Shannon NCT. In fact, the results stand up for any choice
of a function (i, j) 7→ ϕ2(i, j). However, selecting Bn with 1
n
log pson (Bn) ≤ σ < 0 would
lead to a further reduction of the memory volume needed to store set Bn.
2.4 Examples
A. Let X = {0, 1} with ` = 2 (a binary alphabet). Assuming that distributions pstn are
generated by a DTMC, write the TM Pst in the form
Pst =
(
1− α α
β 1− β
)
, with pist0 =
β
α + β
, pist1 =
α
α + β
,
where α, β ∈ (0, 1).
The analysis of maximization in (2.3) for ` = 2 and given y = (y0, y1) ∈ S2, with
0 < y0, y1 < 1, can be done in a straightforward (although tedious) manner. Recall: we
want to find the maximum, in 0 < u < 1, of the expression
y0 ln
u
(1− α)u + α(1− u) + y1 ln
1− u
βu + (1− β)(1− u)
= −y0 ln(1− α + αw)− y1 ln
(
1− β + β
w
)
,
(2.19)
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with w =
1− u
u
∈ (0,∞). It is convenient to maximize in w. To this end, we solve
0 =
∂
∂w
[
−y0 ln(1− α + αw)− y1 ln
(
1− β + β
w
)]
which is equivalent to the quadratic equation
y0α(1− β)w2 + αβ(y0 − y1)w− y1β(1− α) = 0.
A solution w = K(y) has been identified in [8]:
K(y) =
1
2α(1− β)y0
×
[
− αβ(y0 − y1) +
√
(αβ(y0 − y1))2 + 4αβ(1− α)(1− β)y0y1
]
.
(2.20)
Then
M∗(y) = −y0 log (1− α + αK)− y1 log (1− β + β/K) (2.21)
and
M∗(y) =
{
− log (1− β), y1 = 1,
− log (1− α), y0 = 1.
It is true that M∗(y) = 0 if and only if y0 = pist0 , y1 = pist1 . Examples of graphs of function
y0 ∈ (0, 1) 7→ M∗(y) are given below. See also animations enclosed.
M∗(α = 1/2, β = 1/10, y0) M∗(α = 1/2, β = 2/3, y0)
Accordingly, for z = (z00, z01, z10, z11) ∈ S4 with zij ≥ 0 and
∑
zij = 1 , the value
Π∗(z) is given as follows. Set: z∗ = z00 + z01, 1− z∗ = z10 + z11 and y∗ = (z, 1− z) ∈ S2.
Then
Π∗(z) = M∗(y∗). (2.22)
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B. Still with X = {0, 1} take pstn = peqn . Suppose the source distributions pson are gener-
ated by a DTMC with a transition matrix Pso =
(
pso00 p
so
01
pso10 p
so
11
)
, with piso0 =
pso10
pso01 + p
so
10
, piso1 =
pso01
pso01 + p
so
10
, the value γ(Pso, , η) from (2.8) equals
γ(Pso, , η) = sup
[
H(y) : y = (y0, y1) ∈ S2, y1 ∈ A2
]
(2.23)
where interval A2 = A2(Pso, , η) ⊆ [0, 1] is given by
A2 =
{
0 ≤ u ≤ 1 : (1− u)ϕ(0) + uϕ(1) ≥ η, ∃ z(j) = (zj1, zj2) ∈ R2+, j = 0, 1,
such that z00 + z01 = 1− u, z10 + z11 = u, −
1∑
i,j=0
zij log p
so
ij ≤ h+ 
}
.
(2.24)
Here H(y) = −y0 log y0 − y1 log y1 and h = −
1∑
i,j=0
pisoi p
so
ij log p
so
ij .
Further, assuming pso12+pso21 = 1, the above matrix Pso has a repeated row p = (1−p, p)
where 0 < p < 1. It yields an IID source, and the formula (2.23) for γ simplifies. We
write h = −(1− p) log (1− p)− p log p, and
γ(p; , η) = sup
[
H(y) : y = (y0, y1) ∈ S2, y1 ∈ D2
]
. (2.25)
Here interval D2 = D2(Pso, , η) ⊆ [0, 1] is given by
D2 =
{
0 ≤ u ≤ 1 : (1− u)ϕ(0) + yϕ(1) ≥ η,
−(1− u) log (1− p)− u log p ≤ h+ 
}
.
(2.26)
We reiterate: the maxima in (2.23) and (2.25) are attained either at u = 1/2 – when
1/2 ∈ D2(, η), or at the nearest endpoint.
2.5
Next, we are going to (quickly) discuss multiplicative WFs φn(x) =
n−1∏
i=0
ψ(xi). Assuming
that function ψ is strictly positive, consider selecting strings with φn(xn−10 ) ≥ enη. Passing
to the logarithms yields
Theorem 2.5 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, select strings x ∈ Cn where
Cn =
{
x :
∑
i
U
(n)
i logψ(i) ≥ η, −
∑
i,j
T
(n)
ij log p
so
ij ≤ h+ 
}
. (2.27)
Then, with cn = #Cn,
lim
n→∞
1
n
log cn = ι(P
so, , η). (2.28)
Here ι(Pso, , η) is given by (2.8) with ϕ replaced by logψ.
Various generalizations can be achieved by following the same line of argument as for
additive WFs.
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3 The case of a general Markov source
When the alphabet set is large (or continuous), one can use a general theory where the
source output is represented by a sequence of points in a space X with some structure.
Such a situation is typical when one stores analogous data. In particular, the volume
in X may be represented by a given measure ν with V = ν(X ) < ∞. As above, the
volume in X n may be associated with the product-measure νn or have a more involved
form. Our aim here is similar: to assess the amount of volume needed to store valuable
strings x = (x0, . . . , xn−1) ∈ X n. A normalized product-volume ν
n
Vn
yields a probability
measure, an analog of peqn ; asymptotic analysis of the volume is reduced to that of peqn .
More generally, as in Sect 2, we discuss the case where the volume is of the form Vnpstn (x),
assuming that pstn as well as the source distribution pson are generated by DTMCs with
state space X . Transition matrices Pst and Pso are replaced with transition functions{
Pst(x,A)
}
and
{
Pso(x,A)
}
, x ∈ X , A ⊆ X ; standard measurability conditions apply
by default.
3.1
From now on X is a Polish space with a chosen metric, Cb(X ) is the space of continuous
bounded (real) functions f : X → R with the sup-norm and P(X ) the space of Radon
probability measures υ on X with the Lévy–Prokhorov metric. (Then P(X ) is a Polish
space.) In a similar manner, consider the space P(X ×X ). Let us fix a non-negative finite
Radon measure ν on X and designate Pν = Pν(X ) to be the set of measures absolutely
continuous relative to ν. Next, let Pν×ν = Pν×ν(X × X ) designate the set of measures
absolutely continuous relative to ν × ν.
We suppose that measures P•(x, · ) are absolutely continuous relative to ν and work
with the corresponding transition densities p•(x, x′) =
P•(x, dx′)
ν(dx′)
, x, x′ ∈ X . For pst(x, x′)
we also adopt Assumption (U) from [10], Ch. 6.3. (There exists a host of weaker condi-
tions; see Assumptions (H-1), (H-2) from [10], Ch. 6.3 and from [11], Ch. 5.4, leading to
more involved formulas.) For pso(x, x′) we assume ergodicity under a unique equilibrium
distributions piso ∈ Pν and suppose that the integral giving the IER converge absolutely:
h = hso =
∫
X×X
log pso(x, x′)piso(dx) Pso(x, dx′). (3.1)
As was said, pstn stands for the probability measure on X n generated by the DTMC with
transition density pst(x, y) under a given initial distribution λ.
Let x ∈ X n. Following (2.1), consider empirical measures U(n) = U(n)(x) ∈ P(X )
and T(n) = T(n)(x) ∈ P(X × X ):
U(n) =
1
n
n−1∑
j=0
δxj , T
(n) =
1
n− 1
n−2∑
j=0
δxj ,xj+1 . (3.2)
Here δ stands for the Dirac mass.
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According to standard LDP results, U(n) and T(n) satisfy the full LDP (in Pν×Pν×ν)
with good convex LDR functions M∗(υ) and Π∗(τ), υ ∈ Pν , τ ∈ Pν×ν . See [10], Ch 6.3,
particularly, Theorem 6.3.8. Moreover, M∗ and Π∗ can be specified as follows.
• (i) When υ ∈ P(X ) \ Pν or τ ∈ P(X × X ) \ Pν×ν , we have M∗(υ) = Π∗(τ) =∞.
• (ii) For υ ∈ Pν and τ ∈ Pν×ν ,
M∗(υ) = sup
[ ∫
X log
m(x)
Pstm (x)
υ(dx) : m ∈ Cb(X ), m ≥ 1
]
,
Π∗(τ) = sup
[ ∫
X log
m(x)
Pstm (x)
τ(X × dx) : m ∈ Cb(X ), m ≥ 1
] (3.3)
where Pstm (x) =
∫
X p
st(x, y)m(y)ν(dy).
Cf. [11], Ch. 4.1, and [10], Ch. 6.5 (detailed references have been given at the beginning
of Sect 2.2).
3.2
For an additive WF φn(xn−10 ) =
n−1∑
j=0
ϕ(xj) we assume that function ϕ : X → R is
continuous. We want to select strings from Bn = Bn(, η) where
Bn =
{
x ∈ X n : 1
n
n−1∑
i=0
ϕ(xi) ≥ η and − 1
n− 1
n−2∑
i=0
log pso(xi, xi+1) ≤ h+ 
}
(3.4)
and h is given in (3.1). Equivalently,
Bn =
{
x :
∫
X ϕ(x)U
(n)(dx) ≥ η and
− ∫X×X log pso(x, x′)T(n)(dx× dx′) ≤ h+ }. (3.5)
Now, with Π∗(τ) = Π∗(Pst, τ) as in (3.3), set:
κ(, η) = κ(, η, Pst, Pso) = − inf
[
Π∗(τ) : τ ∈ B
]
, (3.6)
where set B = B(Pso, , η) ⊂ Pν×ν is given by
B =
{
τ :
∫
X×X ϕ(x
′)τ(dx× dx′) ≥ η and
− ∫X×X log pso(x, x′)τ(dx× dx′) ≤ h+ }. (3.7)
Theorem 3.1 Under the above assumptions, for all , η > 0, the following relation holds
true:
κ(, η) = lim
n→∞
1
n
log pstn
(Bn). (3.8)
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In the case of volume νn in X n, the above formulas simplify. Let us set:
γ(, η) = γ(Pso, , η) = inf
[
H(υ) : υ ∈ A
]
. (3.9)
Here set A = A(Pso, , η) ⊂ Pν is given by
A =
{
υ :
∫
X ϕ(x)υ(dx) ≥ η and ∃ a measure τ ∈ Pν×ν with
τ(X × dx′) = υ(dx′) and − ∫X×X log pso(x, x′)τ(dx× dx′) ≤ h+ } (3.10)
and for µ ∈ Pν with m(x) = µ(dx)
ν(dx)
,
H(µ) = −
∫
X
m(x) logm(x)ν(dx). (3.11)
If pso(x, x′) = pso(x′) (i.e., in the case of IID source outputs), the formula for γ is
further streamlined. It is expressed in terms of density pso(x′): here the entropy rate
h = − ∫
X
pso(x′) log pso(x′)ν(dx′), and
γ(, η) = inf
[
H(υ) : υ ∈ D
]
, (3.12)
with D = D(Pso, , η) ⊂ Pν :
D =
{
υ :
∫
X ϕ(x)υ(dx) ≥ η, −
∫
X log p
so(x)υ(dx) ≤ h+ 
}
. (3.13)
The above construction leads to following result.
Theorem 3.2 Let the source process be an ergodic DTMC with states x, x′ ∈ X , transi-
tion densities Pso = {pso(x, x′)} and equilibrium density piso(x). Let h stand for the IER.
Consider the volume vn = νn(Bn) of set Bn ⊂ X n as in (3.4). Then
lim
n→∞
1
n
log vn = γ(P
so, , η) (3.14)
where γ(, η) is given by (3.9). For an IID source, with pso(x, x′) = pso(x′), one uses Eqn
(3.12).
Remark 3.3 The entropy functional µ ∈ Pν 7→ H(µ) in (3.11) is concave, and set D in
(3.12) is convex. It is tempting to conjecture that if D does not contain the probability
measure ν/V (the global maximizer of H in Pν) then the maximum of H(υ) over D is
attained at a unique point lying in a (suitably defined) boundary ∂D. This direction
needs further exploring; many aspects of convexity and related topics of optimisation are
discussed in [21]–[23].
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3.3
For a multiplicative WFs φn(x) =
n−1∏
i=0
ψ(xi) with strictly positive one-digit factor ψ(x),
we obtain the following assertion:
Theorem 3.4 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, select strings x ∈ Cn where Cn ⊂
X n is as in (2.27). Then, for wn = νn(Cn),
lim
n→∞
1
n
log wn = ι(P
so, , η). (3.15)
Here ι(Pso, , η) is given by (3.9) and (3.10) with ϕ replaced by logψ.
Concluding remarks
The paper discusses the problem of storing ‘valuable’ data (digital or analogous) selected
on the basis of the rate of a utility/weight function. The storage space is treated as an
expensive commodity that should be provided and organized in an efficient manner. The
issue of reducing and organising storage space is addressed from a probabilistic point
of view which is an extension of the Shannon data-compression principle (the Shannon
Noiseless coding theorem). More precisely, the storage volume is assessed via the theory
of large deviations. The emerging optimization problem is highlighted and explained
through examples.
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